
 
 

 

 

UPGRADING THE OS ON A MOBILE SOLUTIONS SYTEM 
 

 

Steps before the OS upgrade 

 

 Create a Backup folder in C:\EEMS 

 Backup the EEMS database to the backup folder 

 Export all ID Centre/Works project to the backup folder 

 Any other files that the customer has that need to be saved copy them to the 

backup folder 

 Copy the entire C:\EEMS folder to a thumb drive or network drive location 

 

 

Perform the OS upgrade 

 

 Install the new OS (do not do an upgrade) 

 Name PC to what the old system name was if possible 

 Activate Window 

 Perform all Windows updates 

 Disable auto Windows Updates 

 Turn UAC off 

 Turn off the Firewall 

 Disable USB ports being managed by software 

 Disable the system from going into sleep or hibernation 

 Set display to 25 minutes before display turns off 

 Do Not Upgrade or Install Internet Explorer 11 

 

 

Reinstalling Software 

 

 Copy the entire backup for the old system to C:\EEMS  

 Install the latest version of Adobe Reader 

 Install a Windows7 compatible version of ID Centre/Works (6.5 is best) if you are 

doing any badging 

 Import the projects from the C:\EEMS\Backup folder 

 Set the Photo path to C:\EEMS\EEMSWeb\Photos 

 Install any Badging, Asset Tag or other printers that were on the old system (Note 

you will need Windows 7 compatible drivers. 

 Install Mobile Solutions 7.1.30 (Using the revised install guide)  

 Install the green key if your system has one 

 



 
 

 

 Restore the old EEMS database to the new one just created and do an overwrite of 

the data 

 Delete the Elliott User from the security section at the database level 

 Open the Elliot User from the security at the SQL Instance level and in user 

mappings give the user DBO rights to the EEMS database. 

 While in the properties of the use go to server roles and give him Bulkadmin and 

Sysadmin rights. 

 Goto C:\Program Files (x86)\Mobile Solutions\Updater and run the 

EEMSUpdater.exe.  (repeat this step until you are the max version) 

 Launch EEMS and check the help and about to make sure the versions and 

database versions match 

 If a product key window is displayed enter the product key and then submit.  ( this 

is only for systems not using a green key) 

 Goto system setting and the configuration screen that is displayed put localhost in 

both locations and then OK or Save 

 For systems using Mobile ID you will need to check or configure the settings 

 For systems using Data Server check or configure the settings 

 Perform Windows Updates again 

 Check the system to make sure everything is performing as it should be. 

 Train the customer on the differences from the older version. 

 
 


